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SIX KAIIMAHS/J^
itfRSr KALIMAH TAYYIRAH
(CQOE OF UNITY)

^
Laa Ilaaha IllAllahu Muhammadur Rasulullaah

There is none worthy of worship besides Allah;

Muhammad it is the messenger of Allah.

SECOND KALIMAH SHAHAADAT &} ')J

(CODE OF TESTIMONY)

Ashhadu allaa ilaaha illal laahu wahdahu laa

shareekalahu wa ashhadu anna Muhammadan
abduhu wa rasuluhu

I bear witness that there is none worthy of worship besides

Allah. He is alone. He has no partner, and I bear witness

that Muhammad HI is His servant and messenger.

THIRD KALIMAH TAMJEED

arc

(CODE OF UNITY OF GLORIFICATION
OF ALLAH)

J>

5S£t &)S$lfal&A£&6tel8i

Subhaanal laahi wal hamdu lillaahi wa laa ilaaha illal

laahu wAllahu akbar wa laa hawla walaa Quwwata
illaaa billaa hil Aliyyil Azeem

Glory be to Allah, and all praise be to Allah. There is none

worthy ofworship besides Allah and Allah is the Greatest.

There is no power and might except from Allah,

The Most High, The Great.
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fOER/H KALIMAH TAUHEED J^
(CODE OF UNITY OF ONENESS
OF ALLAH)

V

Lml ilaaha illAllahu wahdahu laa shareekalahu

lahul mvilku wa lahul hamdu yuhyee wa yumeetu
wa huwa hayyun, la yamuto abadan abada.

Zuljalaale wal Ikraame bi yadihil khair

wa huwa 'alaa kulli shayien qadeer

There is none worthy of worship besides Allah who is

alone. He has no partner. For Him is the Kingdom, and
for Him is all praise. He gives life and causes death. He

is Everlasting, He will never die, He is Majestic and
Benevolent. In His hand is all good. And He has power

over everything.

1

FIFTH KALIMAH ASTAGHFAR !&>\Jf? mi

Astaghfirullaaha rabbi min kulli zanbin aznabtuhu

'amadan aw khata an sirran aw 'alaaniyyatan wa
atoobu ilaihe minaz zanbil lazi a'alamu wa minaz

zambil lazi la a'alamu innaka anta allaamul gyoobi

wa sattaarul 'uyoobi wa ghaffaruz zunoobi wa laa

hawla walaa Quwwata illaa billaahil 'Aliyyil Azeem



I seek forgiveness from Allah, my Lord, for every sin

I have committed deliberately or in error, secretly or

in public. And I repent before Him for the sin I know
of and for the sin I do not know of Indeed! You are

the Knower of the thing unseen, and the Councillor of

shortcomings and the Forgiver of sins, And there is no

power and might except from Allah, the Most High,

the Great.

SIXTH KAIIMAH RADDE KUFR TQpH
(CODE OF NULLIFICATION OF
DISBELIEF)

Allah humma innee a'oozu bika min an ushrika

bika shay'awn wa ana a'alamu bihi wa astaghfiruka

limaa laa a'alamu bihi tubtu 'anhu wa tabarratu

minal kufri wash shirki wal kizbi wal ghibate

wal bidate wal namimate wal fawahishe wal

buhtaane wal ma'aasi kullihaa wa aslamtu wa aqulu

laa Ilaaha illal laahu Muhammadur Rasulullah

Allah, Surely I do seek refuge in You from knowingly

associating any partner with You knowingly; I beg Your

forgiveness for the sin from which I am not aware of;

1 repent it and I declare myself free of infidelity,

polytheism (associating any partner with Allah) telling

lies and all other sins. I accept Islaam and believe and
declare that there is none worthy of worship besides

Allah and Muhammad ggf is the messenger of Allah.
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IMAANE MUFASSAL
(ARTICLES FAITH)

OQJ

Aamantu billaahi wa malaa'ikatihi wa kutubihi

wa rusulihi wal yawmil aakhiri wal qadri khairihi

wa sharrihi minal laahi ta, aala wal ba'athi

b'adal mawt.

I believe in Allah and in His Angels and in His books

and in His Messengers and in the last day and in fate

that everything, good or bad is decided by Allah,

the Almighty and in the life after death.

y>d^^
IMAANE MZJJMAL
(FAITH CONCISE FORM)

Aamantu billaahi kaniaa huwa bi asmaa'ihi wa
sifaatihi wa qabiltu jamee'a ahkaamihi. Iqrarun

bil-lisani wa tasdiqum bilqalbi.

I believe in Allah (as He is) with all His names and
Attributes and I accept all His commands. I accept

verbally and endorse this truth from core ofmy heart.
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Subhanak allahumma wa bihamdika

wa tabarakasmuka wa ta'ala jadduka wa lailaha

ghairuka
All Glory be to you O Allah! and praise be to you;

Blessed is Your name and Exalted is Your Majesty,

and there is none worthy of worship besides You.

RVKV

Subhana rabbiyal azime
How Glorious is my Lord the Great!

m.

TASMEE &—
J/Mh/ •

°*(>*r^o4M?¥
Sami-allahu liman hamidah

Allah has listened to him who has praised Him. m
TAHMEED 12

Rab-ba-naa la-kal hamd.
O Our Lord! Praise be to You.

SAJDAH ST
on x

•».

Subhana ribbiyal a'ala

All Glory be to my Lord, the Highest of all.
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TASHAHHUD

At-tahiyatu lillahi was-salawatu wat-taiyibatu

as salamu 'alaika aiyohan-nabio wa rahmatul-lahi

wa barakatuhu as-salamu alina wa'ala ibadillahis-

salihin, ashhadual-lailaha illallahu wa ashhadu

anna muhammadan abduhu warasuluhu.

All reverence, all worship, all sanctity are due to Allah

Peace be upon you O Prophet! And the Mercy of Allah

and His Blessings. Peace be upon us and all the

righteous servants of Allah. I bear witness that none is

worthy of worship besides Allah and Muhammad g|§

is His devotee and Messenger.

DUROOD SHAREEF \*j£ /))J)

Allahumma Salli'ala Muhammadin wa'ala aali

Muhammadin kama sllaita'ala ibrahima wa'ala

aali ibrahima innaka hamidum majid.

O Allah! Shower Your mercy upon MuhammadSgland

the followers ofMuhammad £j| as You showered Your

mercy upon Ibraheem $2iBl and the followers of

Ibraheem $$& Verily, You are praiseworthy, glorious.

s-ffi

is
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Allahumma barik 'ala muhammadin wa ala aali

muhammadin. kama barakta ala ibrahima

wa'ala aali ibrahima innaka hamidum majid.

O Allah! Shower Your mercy upon Muhammad $j§§

and the followers ofMuhammad »§§ as You showered

Your mercy upon Ibraheemigl and the followers of

IbraheemSSiVerily, You are praiseworthy, glorious.

THE DU'A AFTER DUROOD b(j5Zlw>/^J

Rabbij-Alni muqimas-salate wa min zurriyati,

Rabbana wa taqabbal dua. Rabbanagh firli Wa
liwalidayya wa lil mu'mineena yauma yaqoomul

hisab.

Our Lord! Make me and my children steadfast in prayer;

Our Lord! Accept the prayer. Our Lord! Forgive me. And
my parents and believers on the day ofjudgement.

SALAAM -ftr

ijb&>3 **-
/ . •

y&iiii

As salatno alaikum wa rahmatullah

Peace be upon you and the Mercy of Allah

.*-;»



Allahumma inna nasta'inuka wanastaghfiruka

wanuminu bika wanata wakkalu alaika wa nusni

alaikalkhairu wa nashkuruka wala nakfuruka wa
nakhlau wa natruku main-yafjuruka allahumma

iyyaka na'budu walaka nusalli wa-nasjudu

wa-ilaika nas'a wa-nahfidu wa narju rahmataka

wa nakhsha 'azabaka inna 'azabaka

bil-kuffari mulhiq.

(O Allah! We beseech Your help and we ask Your pardon

and we believe in You, and we put our trust in You and

we praise You in the best manner and we thank You and

we are not ungrateful to You and we cast off and leave

one who disobeys You. O Allah! You alone we serve and

to You do we pray and we prostrate and to You do we
flee and we are quick and we hope for Your mercy and

we fear Your punishment. No doubt Your punishment

overtakes the unbelievers.

Da
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IF MAKING WUDHU
face and feet, etc. before

Z is called WUDHU or

iz is accepted without Wudhu.

h, and clean place to perform

on of the Holy KA'BA Sharif

MMENCING WUDHU

StS^lri
rater//rsf wash both the

j three times.

ling the teeth and then gargle

fiswaak during Wudhu

upto the nostrils three

and and clean the nose

*»ag

fA&aafcAffisC A.

DU'A-E-QL^

ti o*-

^J
Allahumma inru

wanuminu bika w;

alaikalkhairu wa

nakhlau wa natrakn 1

iyyaka na'budu *

wa-ilaika nas'a w

wa nakhsha xza

bil-knS

(O Allah! We beseech

and we believe in You. x

we praise You in the best

we are not ungrateful 1

one who disobeys You. C

to You do we pray and i

flee and we are quick inc

we fear Your punishmeni

overtakes d
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THE PROCEDURE OF MAKING WUDHU

1. To wash one's hands, face and feet, etc. before

performing NAMAAZ is called WUDHU or

ABLUTION. No Namaaz is accepted without Wudhu.

2. One should sit on a high, and clean place to perform

Wudhu. Face the direction of the Holy KA'BA Sharif

if possible.

DUAA BEFORE COMMENCING WUDHU

Using Tahir (clean) water first wash both the

hands upto the wrists three times.

4. Use a Miswaak for cleaning the teeth and then gargle

the mouth three times.

* It is SunnatXo make Miswaak during Wudhu

Thereafter take water upto the nostrils three

times with the right hand and clean the nose

with the left hand.



6. Then wash yourface three times. Wash from the hairy

part of the forehead to below the chin and from one

ear lobe to the other.

7. Then make Khilal of the beard.

8. Thereafter wash the right hand including the elbows

three times.

Then wash the left hand including the elbows thrice.

10. Then make Khilal of the Fingers.

11. Thereafter with the hands and pass them over the head,

ears and nape. This must be done once only. It is

known as Masah.

5"9S
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s^fe AVsifc 3fe>s£As?s£Aa -A -jfeifc Ji&sM,Av^L ife^st-

MASAH [wet the hands & fingers] * keep fAree

fingers of each hand together (middle finger, ring

finger and little finger).* keep thumb and index finger

raised (away). *keep thumb, index

finger and palm away from the

head. Pass the three fingers from

the forehead to the upper portion

of the nape. * Then place the palm

on the sides of the head and bring

forward to forehead

* Then insert the front portion of

the index finger into the openings

of the ear.

* Then make Masah behind the

ears with the inner part of the

thumb.

* Make Masah of the nape with

the back of the middle finger,

ring finger and little finger.

12. Then wash both thefeet including the ankles three

times. First the right and then the left foot.



PERFORM SALAH CORRECTLY
When you begin the Salah:

1. Make Niyyah or intention in your

heart to the effect that you are

offering such and such Salah.

It is not necessary to say the

words or the Niyyah verbally.

Raise your hands up to your ears

in a way that palms face Qiblah

and the ends of the thumbs either

touch the lobes of the ears or

come parallel to them. The rest

of the fingers stay straight

pointing upwards. There are

some who would tend to turn

the direction of their palms
towards their ears rather than

having them face the Qiblah.

There are some others who almost cover their ears

with their hands. There are still others who would

make a faint symbolic gesture without raising their

hands fully upto the ears. Some others grip the lobes

of their ears with their hands. All these practices are

incorrect and contrary to Sunnah. These should be

abandoned.

While raising your hands in the

manner stated above, say: j< £^1^1
Allah-akbar. Then using the thumb

and the little finger of your right

hand, make a circle round the wrist

of your left hand and hold it. You

should then spread out the three

remaining finger of your. Right

hand on the neck of your left hand

so that these fingers face the elbow.

Placing both hands slightly below the navel, fold

them as explained above.

m



When you are standing:

1. If you are making your Salaat alone, or leading it as

Imam you first recite thana': £f$i&i££ then Surah

al-Fatiha, then some other Surah. If you are behind

an Imam, you only recite Thana: *£$]&*£ and then

stand silent listening attentively to the recitation of

the Imam. If the Imam's recitation is not loud enough

for you to hear, you should be thinking of Surah

al-Fatihah using your heart and mind without moving

your tongue.

2. When you are reciting yourself, it is better that you,

while reciting Surah al-Fatihah, stop at every verse

and break your breath. Recite the next verse

in a single breath. For example, break your

breath at ot^loj^jo^JI then on ^L^Jl y£p| then

on. o<^.^\Jjd^> Recite the whole Surah al-Fatihah

in this manner. But, there is no harm if, during

recitation that follows, more than one verse has

been recited in a single breath.

3. Do not move any part of your body without the need.

In peace the more, the better. If you have to scratch

or do something else like that, use only one hand and

that too, under very serious compulsion using the

least time and effort.

4. Transferring the weight of the body on to one leg

and leaving the other weightlessly loose to the

limit that it shows a certain bend is against the

etiquette of Salaat. Abstain from it. Either you
transfer your body weight equally on both legs

or if you must channel your body weight on one
leg, you have to do it in a way that the other leg

shows no bend or curve.

5. If you feel like yawning, try your best to stop it.

6. When standing for Salaat, Keep your eyes looking at

the spot where you make your Sajdah. Abstain from

looking to your right and left, or front.



When in Ruku:

When you bend for Ruku 'watch out for the following.

1. Bend the upper part of your body up to point where

the neck and back nearly level up. Do not bend any

more less than that.

2. While in Ruku ' do not bend

the neck to the limit that

the chin starts touching the

chest, nor raise it so high

that the neck goes higher

than the waist level. Instead,

the neck and the waist

should be in onelevel.

3. In Ruku; keep feet straight. Do not place them with

an outward or inward slant.

4.

6.

8.

Place both hands on your knees in a way that fingers

of both hands stay open. In other words, there

should be space between every two fingers when
you thus go on to hold the right knee with your right

hand and left knee with your left hand.

In the state of Ruku, wrists and arms should remain

stretched straight. They should not bend, curve or sag.

Stay in Ruku' at least for a time during

which ^H\ &56&&S could be said three times calmly

and comfortably.

Stay in Ruku 'the eyes should be looking towards

the feet.

Body weight should be evenly distributed on both

feet and both knees should be parallel to each other.

Returning to the standing position from Ruku:

1. While returning from Ruku, back to the standing

position, see that you stand straight leaving no

sag or droop in the body.

K
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2. In this position as well, eyes should be fixed on the

spot where you do your Sajdah.

3. There are those who simply

make a 'gesture' of rising

from the Ruku' instead of

rising fully and standing

upright when it is time to

do so and who, in that very

state, when their body is

still bent down Wards, go on their Sajdah for them it

becomes obligatory that they make their Salaat all

over again. Therefore, abstain from it very firmly.

Unless you make sure about position, do not go for

Sajdah..

When bowing down for Sajdah:

Remember the following method when bowing down
for Sajdah:

1. Bending the knees first of all, take them towards the

prayer floor in a way that the chest does not lean

forward. When the knees have already been rested on

the floor, the chest should then be lowered down.

2. Until such time that the knees have come to rest

against the floor, abstain, as far as possible, from

bending or lowering the upper part of the body.

These days negligence in observing this particular

rule of etiquette while getting ready to go for Sajdah
has become very common. Many people would lower

down their chest right from the start and go on to do

their Sajdah. But, the correct method is what has been

stated in #1 and #2 above. Unless it be for a valid

reason, this method should not be by passed.

3. After having rested your knees on the floor, place

your hands first, then the tip of the nose, then the

forehead.

-
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In Sajdah:

1. While in Sajdah, keep your

head in between your two

hands in a way the ends of

the two thumbs come
parallel to the ear-lobes.

2. In Sajdah, fingers on both

hands should remain close

together, that is, the fingers

should adjacent to each other

leaving no space in between

them.

The direction of the fingers should be towards the

Qiblah.

The elbows should stay raised off the floor. It is not

correct to rest the elbows on the floor.

Both arms should stay apart from armpits and sides.

Never keep them tucked in.

Do not, at the same time, poke your elbows far out

to your right and left causing discomfort to those

making Salah next to you.

The thighs should not come in contact with the

stomach wall. The stomach and the thighs should

stay apart.

During the entire Sajdah, the nose-tip should continue

to rest on the floor.

Both feet should be placed upright on the floor with

heels showing on top and all fingers turner turned flat

on the floor in the direction of the Qiblah. Those who
cannot turn all their fingers because of the physical

formation of their feet, they will still do well to turn

them as much as they can. It is not correct to place the

lingers vertically on the floor just for no valid reason.

PI
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10. Be careful that your feet do not lift off the floor during

Sajdah. Some people would do their Sajdah while

none of the fingers on their feet come to rest on the

floor even for a moment. This way the obligation on

Sajdah is not liquidated at all, and as a result, the

Salaat too becomes invalid. Be very particular in

abstaining from this error.

11. In the stage of Sajdah, the least time you can give

yourself should be sufficient enough to say

J-fc^ 'Jwa^i three times, calmly and comfortably.

Raising the forehead immediately after having

rested it on the floor is prohibited.

In between the two Sajdahs:

1. Rising from the first Sajdah, sit up straight, on the

hams, calmly and comfortably. Then go for the second

Sajdah.

Doing the second Sajdah

after raising the head just a

little bit and without
becoming straight is a sin.

If one does it like that, it

becomes obligatory that

the Salaat be made all over

again.

Spread out the left foot

(like the blade of a hockey

stick) and sit on it. Let the

right foot stand vertically

with fingers turned towards

the Qiblah. Some people

let both feet remain in up
right position and sit on the

heels. This method is not

correct.



While sitting, both hands should be placed on the

thighs but fingers should not taper down onto the

knees, instead, the far ends of the finger tips should

reach only as far as the beginning edge of the knee.

While sitting, let your eyes be on the lap.

Sit for a time during which ^u'o^1 could be said

at least once and if you can sit for a time^during which

could ^ijjij ^il*j u&atj^-jij 'J'^ ffi be recited,

it is better. But, reciting this during Fard (obligatory)

salah is not necessary. It is better to do so in Nqfl
Salah.

jgKj

The second Sajdah and rising from it :

1. Go on to do your second Sajdah in the same manner

by first placing both hands on the floor, then the

nose-tip, then the forehead .

2. The complete form ofSajdah should be the same as

mentioned in connection with the first Sajdah.

3. When rising from Sajdah, first raise the forehead

off the floor, then the nose-tip, then the hands, and

then the knees.

4. While rising, it is better not to lean for support off the

floor, however, should it be difficult to get up from

the floor because of body-weight, sickness of old age,

making use of the floor for support is also permissible.

5. After you have risen back to your standing position,

recite o.j&w'b^itfLri before Surah al-Fatihah in

the beginning of each rak'ah.
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The method of sitting in Qa 'dah shall be the same as

mentioned in connection with the method of sitting

between Sajdahs.

When you reach «U>' jfl^Jljol 0*1 while reciting

raise e»i^£ll the Shahadah finger (the fore -finger or

the index finger) with a pointing motion and let it fall

back.

The method of making a pointing motion is that you
make a circle by joining your middle finger and the

thumb, close the little finger and the ring-finger (the

one next to it), then raise the

shahadah finger in a way
that it is tapered towards in

the Qiblah. It should not be

raised up straight in the

direction of the sky.

4. However, lower the Shahadah finger while saying

i&lNj but retain, right through the end, the initial

formation of the rest of the fingers you already had

when making the pointing motion.

When turning for Salam :

1. When turning for Salam on both sides, you should

turn your neck just enough that your cheeks become
visible to the person sitting behind you.

When turning for Salam, eyes should be towards the

shoulders.

PLW
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When turning your neck to the right to say

$&"&*)$ *$Z5>$M make an intention that you are offering

your Salam greetings to all human beings and angels on

your right. Similarly, while turning for Salam to the left,

have the intention of offering your Salam greetings to all

human beings and angels present on your left.

The method of Du'a:

1. The method of Du'a is that both hands be raised high

enough so that they come in front of the chest. Let there

be some space between the two hands. Do not bring the

hands close together nor keep them far apart.

2. When making Du 'a, keep the inner side of the hands
turned towards your face.
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